
Welcome work
What techniques do you use to get students to remember key knowledge?

What is the difference between rehearsal and retrieval practice?

What does encoding mean in terms of memory?



Who am I?
Matthew Hirst –
• Former Sport Coach
• Ex-Assistant Curriculum Lead of Science 

(Teaching and Learning) and Head of 
Chemistry, George Stephenson High 
School

• Ex-Head of Chemistry and Teaching and 
Learning Lead at Emmanuel College and 
now Lead Practitioner

• Rugby enthusiast 
• Sweet Connoisseur



Session outcomes

• To go away with at least one idea that can be used in your classroom 
tomorrow to help support students long-term retention of key knowledge.

Three strands
Teaching- What can we do as teachers?
Learning- What can students do?
Curriculum- What order should we teach?



Instruction-
What are the 
key ideas of 
the topic?

Practise-How can I 
prove I know the 

idea?

Feedback-
What do I 
need to 

improve?

Emmanuel Teaching cycle



Key vocabulary
Knowledge- Anything we believe to be true. Covers all aspects of blooms 

taxonomy

Skill- the right application of knowledge

Practice- Any time a student is using a knowledge or a skill

Retrieval practice- any time a student uses a skill or knowledge from their 
long term memory



Expert Teaching- Practice

• Poor practice leads to poor 
performance- Jim Pollock former 
Scotland international, Director of 
Rugby at RGS and my coach



Jonny Wilkinson- kicking routine

"Great players and kickers 
are great because they've 
done fantastic amounts of 
great practise. Everything 
you've done since you 
started is there in the bank 
to be drawn upon.”



Expert Teaching- Practice

Drills- Repeating a skill over and over 
again till it is over learnt

Rehearsal- small game scenarios that 
allows for  which allow us to use our 
skills



Education endowment 
Foundation (2018)



Practice 
to learn

Practice to
revision 

Instruction
/modelling 

Practice is the key to remembering



OCR Psychology A level



Long term retention and cognitive load

Time



Long term curriculum structure
• Include planned review lessons within units and throughout a year 

Unit 1- Atomic Structure Unit 2- Bonding
Unit 5+6- Rates and energy 

changes

Maths of Chemistry
Unit 3a-

Reactions of 
ions

Unit 7- Organic

Unit 8- Pure Substances
Unit 9- Carbon in the 

atmosphere
Unit 10- Using materials

Unit 3b-
Electrolysis

RY9

R1 R2a R2b R2b

RY10 R7 R3

R1 R1+2Y9

Y10

Y11



1. What is the process of memories 
moving from the working memory to 
the long term memory?
A. Rehearsal

B. Retrieval

C. Encoding



2. What was the name of my first 
school?
A. George Stephenson Middle School

B. George Stephenson High School

C. George Stephenson Academy



3. What was the difference between 
rehearsal and drills?
A. Drills can only be used to learn skills but rehearsal can’t

B. The rehearsal comes at the end of the practice phase and drills come at the 
start

C. The rehearsal is used to apply what have been taught



4. What did the OCR Document call 
retrieval practice over time?
A. Spaced review

B. Distributed practice

C. Interleaved practice



Practice 
to learn

Practice to
revision 

Instruction
/modelling 

Practice is the key to remembering



RE- use of multiple choice 
questions for assessment
• At key stage 4 students complete a 45 

mark half term multiple choice 
assessment each half term

• Grades are not given but scores are 
ranked

• Quick and easy to apply, mark and 
allow for a broad range of retrieval 
practice





STEM Cluster
Welcome work- At the start of lessons 

reviewing work that is being complete 
during that unit or year

Consolidation homework's at KS5-
Routine revision homework that 
reviews pervious learning



Find the 3 problems in the 
following statements
• The 3 parts of the Emmanuel Teaching cycle are instruction, practice, 

assessment

• Welcome work is used in STEM to review work that was completed by 
students from the previous lesson 

• You only forget information from your working memory



History- finding the common 
misconceptions



Practice 
to learn

Practice to
revision 

Instruction
/modelling 

Practice is the key to remembering



1.Distributed practice - spreading out study over time 
2.Highlighting/underlining – including pretty writing
3.Elaborative interrogation - being able to explain a point or fact 
4.Practice testing - Self-testing to check knowledge - especially 

using flash cards 
5.Re-reading
6.Self-explanation - how a problem was solved 
7.Imagery - forming mental pictures while reading or listening 
8.Summarising - writing summaries of texts 
9.Interleaved practice - switching between different kinds of 

problems 
10.Keyword mnemonics - choosing a word to associate with 

information 



Answers- In order
Practice testing - Self-testing to check knowledge - especially using flash cards -
HIGH
Distributed practice - spreading out study over time - HIGH
Interleaved practice - switching between different kinds of problems -
MODERATE
Elaborative interrogation - being able to explain a point or fact - MODERATE
Self-explanation - how a problem was solved - MODERATE
Summarising - writing summaries of texts - LOW
Highlighting/underlining - LOW
Keyword mnemonics - choosing a word to associate with information - LOW
Imagery - forming mental pictures while reading or listening - LOW
Re-reading - LOW



Reflection is retrieval- Evaluate the 
session

1. What was your highlight of the 
session?

2. How could it be improved?

3. What are you going to take away?

Resources can be found:
1) Via the twitter account 

@MatthewJamesHi2
2) hirstm@emmanuelctc.org.uk

mailto:hirstm@emmanuelctc.org.uk


Key Literature
Revision Techniques- https://www.aft.org/sites/default/files/periodicals/dunlosky.pdf
Using retrieval practice-
http://pdf.retrievalpractice.org/RetrievalPracticeGuide.pdf
Space retrieval practice-
http://pdf.retrievalpractice.org/SpacingGuide.pdf
Retrieval and transfer of knowledge-
http://pdf.retrievalpractice.org/TransferGuide.pdf
Effect of quizzing-
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5890/758fdccf8e4ea75571f7d8741940660ba38f.pdf
Effect of multiple choice quizzing-
https://bjorklab.psych.ucla.edu/wp-
content/uploads/sites/13/2016/07/Little_EBjork_RBjork_Angello_2012.pdf

https://www.aft.org/sites/default/files/periodicals/dunlosky.pdf
http://pdf.retrievalpractice.org/RetrievalPracticeGuide.pdf
http://pdf.retrievalpractice.org/SpacingGuide.pdf
http://pdf.retrievalpractice.org/TransferGuide.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5890/758fdccf8e4ea75571f7d8741940660ba38f.pdf
https://bjorklab.psych.ucla.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2016/07/Little_EBjork_RBjork_Angello_2012.pdf
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